The color is Green. The Merry is played in the Key of C Major.
Please note the photos of our instruments may show slight variations of components.

- Multigenerational
- Interactive Play
- Durable
- Sculptural
- Perfectly Tuned
- No Wrong Notes
- All Abilities, All Ages
- Everyone Can Play!

Please see our web site for Merry options.

FreenotesHarmonyPark.com | 970.375.7825

This bright-sounding instrument makes melody with its lyrical voice. It is an 11 note aluminum resonated metallophone in the key of C. It is a smaller version of the Pegasus.

Listen to The Merry
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lOVqeqBnYs

For more photos visit:

CAD Details at:
http://microsite.caddetails.com/Main/Company/ViewProduct?
productID=5077&companyID=4750&searchType=0&microsite=1